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• Introduction & Overview
• Coils in Generators, Features & Functions
• Round-wire Coils
• Rectangular Wire Coils
• Design Choices & Trade-offs
• Thermal Issues and Management Solutions
• Manufacturing Choices & Trade-offs
Coil/Core Components

Lamination

Lamination Stack, Core

Insulated core

Coils, sleeving, insertion

Stator sub-assembly

Wedges, tie-cord, lead wire
Stator Components--Summary
Round Wire-Random Wound Wound Coils
Rectangular Wire-Form Wound Coils

[Diagram of a wire-form wound coil]

[Image of a close-up of a wire-form wound coil]
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Design Choices—
Coils, Phases, Circuits, Slots, Poles

Affects Performance:
Losses & Heat
Frequency
Reactance (Volt Drop)

Affects Costs:
Manufacturing
Materials
Weight
Thermal Concerns

- Coils #1 Source of Heat
- Also lamination heat
- Heat Transfer—Hot ➔ Cold
Manufacturing

Segmented & Hinged Laminations
Summary

- Coil Features & Functions
- Round-wire Coils, Rectangular Wire Coils
- Thermal Issue - Key Performance Limitation
- Design Choices, Manufacturing Choices
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